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Electromagnet Witchdoctors
Demons and Human Agents
The powers of Darkness use human agents who band together and operate in pacts, such as
witchcraft, occult, cults, secret societies, false Christian churches. These groups commonly use a
circle for attracting and amplifying what they call “energy”. The invisible powers that they are
calling “energy” are demons or bewitching spirits manipulating modern technologies. They are

caging the person’s mind, body and spirit in the circle. Eternal rings and triangles do not have
breaks. There are objects in their circles that attract and hold the desired they call “vibrations”
but they are demons.
Regular exposure to radio frequency radiation may interfere with the electrical fields of our
cells. Common health challenges that have been linked to regular exposure to radio frequency
radiation include. Abnormal cell growth and damage to cellular DNA Difficulty sleeping,
depression, anxiety, and irritability wireless-altered brains lead to lack of concentration, memory
loss, aggressive behavior, accelerated aging, impaired learning ability and dementia. Fibrils of
proteins clumping in electromagnetically-altered brains identifying characteristic of Alzheimer’s,
Early Onset Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Fibromyalgia, and Multiple Sclerosis and cancer patients.
“Countless people will hate the New World Order and will die protesting against it.” 1

Witchcraft Modern Technologies
Mark 16:18 King James Version (KJV)
18 They

shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.
Morgellons disease is mysterious and controversial. Here you'll find answers to
common questions about Morgellons disease — and suggestions for coping with
it. i

Managing a mysterious skin condition
Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, “And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All
power is given to me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and lo I am with you always, even unto
the end of the world. Amen.” (Matt. 28:18-20).
We come boldly to your throne of grace standing in the gap and holding together against the
evils that would attempt to hold or bring bondage against the issues that we will present to You.
We take the authority to bind the strongman according (Matt. 16:19, 18:18). We take authority
over Satan according to (Lk. 11:20, 22), and over all evil spirit power working in and through
the following: the powers of witchcraft and Satanists covens in this country, state and city. We
break all the blood sacrifices, ritualism, roots and planting, curses, vexes, hexes and spells over
our families, churches, city, state and country.
Father, you said that whatever we bind on earth is bound in heaven and whatever we lose on
earth is loosed in heaven. We have the power to cast out demons in Jesus name and tread on
every serpents and scorpions in the name of Jesus. We command you Satan, and your powers
of the principalities, the powers, the rulers of darkness, and spiritual wickedness in high places
and demonic spirits of, (name any spirits the Holy Spirit brings to mind), assigned to this prayer
group and its families to be bound. You are the defeated foe.
We yield ourselves to Your holy power by taking our position in Christ Jesus Who is sitting in
the heavenlies. We cover ourselves and our families with the blood of Jesus. We bind all

retaliating devils against everything we own, our flesh and our family. We stand in our authority
as Your children and push back the powers of darkness. We bind and cast down the strongman
and every stronghold of Satan over our lives, and families.
We lose upon Satan, his headquarters, stronghold, orders, plans, curses and demons, the curses
of the Midianites (Judg. 7:25), Ammonites, Moabites and Edomites (II Chron. 20). Let panic,
frustration, havoc, confusion, pandemonium, disasters, chaos, destruction upon each other, the
hornets of the Lord descend upon them (Exod. 23:28; Deut. 7:20).

All species and life forms are under deliberate, multiple attack. It’s not like a dog barking or
rattle snake near you that your instincts know to react to, and understand your instincts aren’t
your own anymore, they’ve been co-opted, it’s an awareness of your surroundings, LOOK UP,
what goes up must come down. Does that look like a normal contrail or cloud, if not you’re
probably breathing that!!! Maybe you should be concerned. No those aren’t clouds they’re
chemicals (type in strange days strange sky’s or see my photos). Think again for your survival
and most importantly others’. Spend a few hours proving anything you’ve been told to believe.
You’ll likely find them to be all lies!!! The state and feds have all said those are normal contrails
and not to worry, see my photos, are those clouds or chemicals? If they look like chemicals, they
probably are, are you worried yet?? Do you still believe them? If so you’re in trouble as we all
are.ii

By Mayo Clinic Staff
Morgellons disease is an uncommon, unexplained skin disorder characterized by sores, crawling sensations on and
under the skin, and fiber-like filaments emerging from the sores. It's not certain what these strings are. Some say
they are wisps of cotton thread, probably coming from clothing or bandages. Others say they result from an
infectious process in the skin cells. Further study is needed. iii
Signs and symptoms
People who have Morgellons disease report the following signs and symptoms:

•
iv

MAN-CREATED BUGS RELEASED BY

SCIENTIFIC WIZARDS
What Chemtrails Are Doing to Your Brain - Neurosurgeon Dr. Russell Blaylock Reveals
Shocking Facts.
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Linderman Unleashed Radio Show March 28th 2013 Broadcast. Curt Linderman speaks with Dr.
Blaylock about the devastating health effects of the chemtrails and geoengineering programs
which have been implemented in secret without public consent. Chemtrails, Nano aluminum and
Neurodegenerative and Neurodevelopmental Effects by Russell L. Blaylock, M.D.
The Internet is littered with stories of "chemtrails" and geoengineering to combat "global
warming" and until recently I took these stories with a grain of salt. One of the main reasons for
my skepticism was that I rarely saw what they were describing in the skies. But over the past
several years I have notice a great number of these trails and I have to admit they are not like the
contrails I grew up seeing in the skies. They are extensive, quite broad, are laid in a definite
pattern and slowly evolve into artificial clouds. Of particular concern is that there are now so
many dozens every day are littering the skies.
My major concern is that there is evidence that they are spraying tons of nanosized aluminum
compounds. It has been demonstrated in the scientific and medical literature that nanosized
particles are infinitely more reactive and induce intense inflammation in a number of tissues. Of
special concern is the effect of these nanoparticles on the brain and spinal cord, as a growing list
of neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's dementia, Parkinson's disease and Lou
Gehrig's disease (ALS) are strongly related to exposure to environmental aluminum.
Nanoparticles of aluminum are not only infinitely more inflammatory, they also easily penetrate
the brain by a number of routes, including the blood and olfactory nerves (the smell nerves in the
nose). Studies have shown that these particles pass along the olfactory neural tracts, which
connect directly to the area of the brain that is not only most effected by Alzheimer's disease, but
also the earliest affected in the course of the disease. It also has the highest level of brain
aluminum in Alzheimer's cases. The intranasal route of exposure makes spraying of massive
amounts of Nano aluminum into the skies especially hazardous, as it will be inhaled by people of
all ages, including babies and small children for many hours.
We know that older people have the greatest reaction to this airborne aluminum. Because of the
nanosizing of the aluminum particles being used, home filtering system will not remove the
aluminum, thus prolonging exposure, even indoors. In addition to inhaling nonaluminum, such
spraying will saturate the ground, water and vegetation with high levels of aluminum. Normally,
aluminum is poorly absorbed from the GI tract, but Nano aluminum is absorbed in much higher
amounts. This absorbed aluminum has been shown to be distributed to a number of organs and
tissues including the brain and spinal cord. Inhaling this environmentally suspended Nano
aluminum will also produce tremendous inflammatory reaction within the lungs, which will pose
a significant hazard to children and adults with asthma and pulmonary diseases.
I pray that the pilots who are spraying this dangerous substance fully understand that they are
destroying the life and health of their families as well. This is also true of our political officials.
Once the soil, plants and water sources are heavily contaminated there will be no way to reverse
the damage that has been done. Steps need to be taken now to prevent an impending health
disaster of enormous proportions if this project is not stopped immediately. Otherwise we will

see an explosive increase in neurodegenerative diseases occurring in adults and the elderly in
unprecedented rates as well as neurodevelopmental disorders in our children. We are already
seeing a dramatic increase in these neurological disorders and it is occurring in younger people
than ever before. vi

This is Nazi N.A.S.A.’s Satan (Satellite Automatic Tracking Antennas) vii

In addition to symptoms from the skin, individuals often have symptoms from other organ
systems: Nervous system: Headaches, fatigue, visual disturbances, tinnitus (ringing in the ear),
short term memory deficits and emotional lability (instability)…
•
•

Skin rashes or sores that can cause intense itchingviii
Crawling sensations on and under the skin, often compared to insects moving,
stinging or biting
• Fibers, threads or black stringy material in and on the skin
• Severe fatigue
• Difficulty concentrating
• Short-term memory loss
The intense itching and open sores associated with Morgellons disease can severely
interfere with a person's quality of life.
Morgellons Research Foundation®
"Morgellons is an unexplained and debilitating condition that has emerged as
a public health concern. Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has received an increased number of inquiries from the
public, health care providers, public health officials, Congress, and the media
regarding this condition." The current number of registered families: 14,720 ix

Morgellons Disease Symptoms
Symptoms These structures can be described as fiber-like or filamentous and are the
most striking feature of this disease. In addition, patients report the presence of seedlike granules and black speck-like material associated with their skin. Fig 1. and Fig 2.
below show Fibers emerging from a lesion on child's lip at 200x.

The Morgellons Research Foundation (MRF) is a 501(c)3 non-profit
organization established in 2002 in honor of a two-year-old child with an
unknown illness, which his mother labeled “Morgellons disease”. The
MRF is dedicated to raising awareness and research funding for this
poorly understood illness, which can be disfiguring and disabling, and
affects people of all age groups including an increasing number of
children. The number of families currently registered with the MRF is
believed to represent a fraction of the true number of affected families.
The MRF fully supports the formal efforts by the CDC and Kaiser
Permanente’s Northern California Division of Research to investigate
Morgellons disease. The MRF will continue to financially assist the
ongoing efforts of private research scientists who are dedicated to
solving the mystery of this tragic illness. CDC Investigation: The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in conjunction with Kaiser
Permanente’s Northern California Division of Research held a national
media telebriefing on January 16, 2008 announcing government efforts
to investigate the cause of this illness. Follow this link for a transcript of
the media telebriefing. According to the CDC: “Morgellons is an
unexplained and debilitating condition that has emerged as a public
health concern. Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) has received an increased number of inquiries from the public,
health care providers, public health officials, Congress, and the media
regarding this condition. Persons who suffer from this condition report a
range of coetaneous symptoms including crawling, biting and stinging
sensations; granules, threads or black speck-like materials on or beneath
the skin; and/or skin lesions (e.g., rashes or sores) and some sufferers
also report systemic manifestations such as fatigue, mental confusion,
short term memory loss, joint pain, and changes in vision”
In Loving Memory of Ken Cowles
Welcome to the brave new world of toxic barium skies, weather control, mind control and population control through
the use of chemtrails modulated with electromagnetic frequencies generated by HAARP. Our health is under attack
as evidenced by the skyrocketing rates of chemtrail induced lung cancer, asthma and pulmonary/respiratory
problems as well as the emergence of a new plague, Morgellons Disease, an infection with a new and unknown
pathogen that is seriously disabling and disfiguring. Over 12,000 families in the U.S. are now infected with
Morgellons. Our skies are increasingly hazed over with fake barium/ aluminum particulate, ethylene dibromide
chemtrail clouds. Whether in the atmosphere or in the Ocean this added particulate matter is a hazard to the health of
every living thing on this planet. There is a main-stream media blackout on this subject so the only way to get the
word out is by word of mouth. People are already dying because of the chemtrails. Life expectancy is down. This
situation presents an immediate and serious threat to you, your family and loved ones. We must join together to stop
this insane program of chemtrail spraying now. Please do what you can to help.

MORGELLONS & CHEMTRAILS
One aspect of the chemtrail story is becoming more and more a story about the spread of Morgellons Disease. The
bizarre, unique fibers that have been found in the bodies of the Morgellons infected have been matched to fibers
found in the chemtrail fallout and in rain drops. This suggests that anybody who breathes the air may have been
exposed to this disease. Researcher Clifford Carnicom has recently reported that blood abnormalities that he
associates with chemtrail infection are being found in just about everyone he is testing whether or not they show the
visible signs of having a Morgellons infection. “Polymer chemist Dr. R. Michael Castle has studied atmospheric
polymers for years. He has found that some of them contain bioactive materials, which can cause “serious skin
lesions and diseases when absorbed into the skin.” He has identified microscopic polymers comprised of geneticallyengineered fungal forms mutated with viruses. He says that trillions of fusarium (fungus)/virus mutated spores), which
secrete a powerful mico-toxin, are part of the air we breathe.” x
-Amy Worthington GlobalResearch.com
SELF REPLICATING NANO MACHINES HAVE BEEN FOUND “RUNNING WILD” IN THE BODIES OF
MORGELLONS INFECTED INDIVIDUALS ( see photo #15 of this article, identified nano parasite known a ‘goldenhead’)
Morgellons researchers Dr Hildegaard Stanninger and Dr Karjoom have announced the finding of self-replicating
nano machines “running wild” in the bodies of Morgellons victims.

MORGELLONS PATHOGENS FOUND IN RAINWATER?
More stunning evidence of a Chemtrail/Morgellons connection (see photo #18); Recent microscopic examination of
rainwater by researcher, Lisa Jones has revealed contamination with pathogens that have strong similarities to the
Morgellons pathogen. This raindrop image shows a fiber-like lattice with a lighter colored tube that appears to contain
baby Morgellons pathogens. The “thornes” on the lattice appear to be designed to cause the organism to stick and
catch on skin and clothing. The unnatural looking orangish-pink glow in certain areas of this tube look just like the
unnatural appearing orange-pink glowing points that show up on many of the Morgellons organisms. Chemtrail
dispersion of Morgellons would be an obvious explanation as to why this stuff is showing up in rainwater.

CHEMTRAIL POLYMERS LINKED TO MORGELLONS?
Chemtrail aerosol fibers enlarged 60X above
Morgellons.org
“Polymer chemist Dr. R. Michael Castle has studied atmospheric polymers for years. He has found that some of them
contain bioactive materials, which can cause “serious skin lesions and diseases when absorbed into the skin.” He has
identified microscopic polymers comprised of genetically-engineered fungal forms mutated with viruses. He says that
trillions of fusarium (fungus)/virus mutated spores), which secrete a powerful mico-toxin, are part of the air we
breathe.” xi
Amy Worthington GlobalResearch.com http://www.energeticbalancing.us/chemtrails-death-by-incriments

Mysterious, Glowing Clouds Appear Across America’s Night Skies
By Alexis Madrigal - July 16, 2009 |

Mysterious, glowing clouds previously seen almost exclusively in Earth’s polar regions have appeared in the skies
over the United States and Europe over the past several days. xii

SALVATION
PRAYER OF SALVATION
Steps to salvation:
Jesus said “Ye must be born again” (John 3:7).
1) Believe that God created you and loves you and sent the Messiah (Messiah is Hebrew for
Christ) to redeem you.

1) Believe that Jesus Christ came in fulfillment of over 300 Bible prophecies to die for you, to
take upon Himself the penalty of your sins (Isaiah 53:5-6, John 6:29, Romans 4:5, First Peter
3:18).
3) Turn from sin and call on the name of Jesus to receive forgiveness of sins (Romans 10:13).
4) Receive Jesus as Savior and experience the new birth (John 1:12, Acts 2:38).
5) Follow Jesus Christ as Lord (John 14:21).
Prayer to receive salvation:
“Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved” (Romans 10:13).
To receive the salvation that Jesus purchased for us at the terrible cost of His suffering and
death on our behalf I invite you to pray this simple prayer:
“Dear heavenly Father, I thank you for sending Jesus, the promised Messiah, to die for my sins.
I admit that I am a sinner. I repent of my sins and I ask for your forgiveness on the basis of the
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. I ask you to fill me with your Holy Spirit to empower
me to serve you under the Lordship of Jesus Christ, Amen.”
If you prayed this prayer in the humble sincerity of your heart then you have received
everlasting life, which includes power to live right in this life and entrance into heaven in the
afterlife! xiii

Witchcraft Modern Technologies
The occult is defined as secretive-hidden knowledge or wisdom beyond human
understanding. It could also be described as supernatural detection from sources other than
God. "The secret things (hidden knowledge) belong to the Lord our God: but those things
which are revealed belong unto us," (Deut. 29:27).
Physical, Mental, Spiritual Realms
Demons attack man not only in the physical, but also in the mental and spiritual realms.
1. Insanity. (I Sam. 16:14; 18:10; Mk. 5:15, 18; Lk. 8:27, 35-36).
2. Suicide and Self-destruction, (I Kin., 18:26-28; Matt. 17:15; Mk. 5:5; 9:22; Jn. 10:10)
3. Torment, (I Sam. 16:14; Matt. 4:24).
4. Destruction and murder, (Jn. 10:10a; 13:27; Acts 19:16)
5. Divination, (Acts 16:16)
6. Deception, (I Tim. 4:1)
7. Lying, (I Kin. 22:22; 2 Chron. 18:20) 22; Jn. 8:44).
8. Contention and strife, (Jud. 9:23).
Blocking Transference of Spirits
I forbid and block all Satanic and demonic activities for myself and all my family our lives. I
ask you Father to surround myself, family, church, pastor and leaders and wives with warring
angels. The blood of Jesus Christ is between us and the forces from hell in Jesus’s name.

Spiritual Trance
Spiritual realms have not changed. God still has enemies and God still has people. The Devil
also has people and they are taking territories for him. Meanwhile, God’s people seem to be in
a spiritual stupor concerning the fact that there is a Spiritual Warfare going on. If you look at
the condition of the Church in western civilization, it seems we are losing the Battle! It also
seems that Satan’s people are deeper in his spiritual realm than God’s people are abiding His

spiritual realm. Therefore, Satan’s people are driven to do his will. God does not drive his
people; they must use their free will. Therefore, most choose and will not to fight or struggle
against the powers of darkness. They will to just have fun with the “Holy Ghost.” The want to
“feel” the Holy Ghost tickling them and making them laugh. They want the benefits of
Christianity but they do not want to pay the price for Jesus. The result is our families, cities,
and nation are being taken over by the demonic powers. The answer to this dilemma is, they
believe too simply to ignore it, that it will go away.

The N.S.A. R.F.I.D. satanic magnetic field altering, tracking soft kill system

BREAKING
Root up and Destroy
Heavenly Father in the name of Jesus, we ask that you root up and destroy every invisible
barrier that is standing against the Your people that we are standing in agreement for your
divine protection for the people on this earth. Jeremiah 1:10, “But the LORD said unto me,
say not, I am a child: for thou shalt go to all that I shall send thee, and whatsoever I command

thee thou shalt speak. 8Be not afraid of their faces: for I am with thee to deliver thee, saith the
LORD. 9Then the LORD put forth his hand and touched my mouth. And the LORD said unto
me, Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth. 10 See, I have this day set thee over the nations
and over the kingdoms, to root out, and to pull down, and to destroy, and to throw down,
to build, and to plant. 11Moreover, the word of the LORD came unto me, saying, Jeremiah,
what seest thou? And I said, I see a rod of an almond tree. 12Then said the LORD unto me, thou
hast well seen: for I will hasten my word to perform it. 13And the word of the LORD came unto
me the second time, saying, What seest thou? And I said, I see a seething pot; and the face
thereof is toward the north.
Farther we are rising up to defend our spiritual to protect our minds, and health rights against
the powers of darkness in the world. We are battling against Satan, his minions and his agents
for souls and to let the captives free as You commanded us to do. We are particularly standing
in Your name and the power of Your Word believing You to furnish all our needs according to
Your promises for our -ministries according to all Your riches and glory.
Powers of God and Powers of Satan is the power of light and dark. The Word says, the only
REAL protection is faith/trust in the Lord Jesus Christ, Whose Blood is the Divine Boundary
that Satan and demonic powers can NOT cross. Not religion; not "a strong-will"; not this or
that power or institution. ONLY CHRIST and HIS Power to save and deliver.
Leviticus 26:13 "I am the Lord your God, which brought you forth out of the land of Egypt,
that ye should not be their bondmen; and I have broken the bands of your yoke, and made you
go upright."
Father we stand in our position in Christ and we know our spiritual place in Jesus Christ, (Eph.
26). We know how to use the name of Jesus in accordance with the Word of God, (Acts 3-16;
4:12; Jn. 14:12-15; 16:23-26; Col. 3:27; Jn. 15:7-16; 13: 35). We know how to break curses
shown in (Deut. 27; 28). We are saved and call on the name of Jesus, "And it shall come to
pass, that whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved,” (Acts 2:21).

ELECTROMAGNETIC DELIVERANCE
The internet is littered with stories of “chemtrails” and geoengineering to combat
“global warming”; and, until recently, I took these stories with a grain of salt. One
of the main reasons for my skepticism was that I rarely saw what they were
describing in the skies. But over the past several years I have noticed a great
number of these trails and I have to admit they are not like the contrails I grew up
seeing in the skies. They are extensive, quite broad, are laid in a definite pattern,
and slowly evolve into artificial clouds. Of particular concern is that there are now
so many – dozens every day are littering the skies.
My major concern is that there is evidence that they are spraying tons of nanosized
aluminum compounds. It has been demonstrated in the scientific and medical
literature that nanosized particles are infinitely more reactive and induce intense
inflammation in a number of tissues. Of special concern is the effect of these
nanoparticles on the brain and spinal cord, as a growing list of neurodegenerative

diseases, including Alzheimer’s dementia, Parkinson’s disease, and Lou Gehrig’s
disease (ALS) are strongly related to exposure to environmental aluminum. xiv

Demons and Human Agents
The powers of Darkness use human agents who band together and operate in pacts, such as
witchcraft, occult, cults, secret societies, false Christian churches. These groups commonly use

a circle for attracting and amplifying what they call “energy”. The invisible powers that they
are calling “energy” are demons or bewitching spirits manipulating modern technologies. They
are caging the person’s mind, body and spirit in the circle. Eternal rings and triangles do not
have breaks. There are objects in their circles that attract and hold the desired they call
“vibrations” but they are demons. xv
A person in needs of physical or emotional healing
Therefore, may indeed require spiritual deliverance
Jesus Himself treated the two side by side, (Matt. 4:24; 12:22; 17:18; Mk. 9:28-29; Lk. 6:1718; 8:36; Acts 5:16; 10:38).
The Holy Ghost anointed Jesus with Power over unclean spirits.
We have same Holy Spirit and the same ability to be anointed, with the same power, with the
same measure of power, (Acts 10:38; Jn. 17:7; 14:12).
Jesus said we could do the same works (Mk. 16:17).
"But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you; and ye shall be
witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost
part of the earth," (Acts 1:8).
This anointing sets the captive free, (Lk 4:18)
Breaks the yoke and lifts the burden, (Isa. 10:27).
Open prison doors, gives sight to the blind
“Sets at liberty those who are bruised"
Jesus is as powerful as He was when He walked on the face of this earth, (Heb. 13:8).
He is as merciful, compassionate, and truthful, He is a present help in time of need.
He commanded us to observe all things and keep His commandments we will receive this power
unto men, (Matt 9:8).
Power over all the power of the Devil, (Lk. 10:19).
Examples of the caging circles would be a sketched circle, pentagram, hexagram, and a triangle.
The supernatural law is that the geometric figure will lock in and enslave the willing subjects
within in the circle.
The victims standing in the circle physical lives will be protected from the demons killing them
as long as they remain inside the ring. Different occult objects are also used such as demonic
images, symbols, blood cells, snake, bones, etc.
Witchcraft spell-binding ideologies are introduced such as magic spells which are used for
various magic spells for love, magic spells money,
magic spells for protection, black magic, white magic, candle magic, hoodoo root work, lucky
charms, high magic, folk magic Spells. The group shows up from time to time and performs
ceremonies using electromagnetic energy (Demons of energies) for whatever they choose to
capture and enslave the minds of the duped prey.
Spell Casting brings a Mysterious Outcome

Magical Spells from magic signs, language and patterns, perform and other forms are exercised
by a compilation of words. The recital of magic spells involves the use of magical language.
Whether spoken out strident or understood, words are regularly used to access or steer
magical authority.
Ley-Markers
The following natural and man-made features were suggested by Watkins to be reliable leymarkers such as, Mounds, Long-barrows, Cairns, Cursus, Dolmens, Standing stones, markstones, Stone circles, Henges, Watermarkers (moats, ponds, springs, fords, wells), Castle,
Beacon-hills, Churches, Cross-roads, Notches in hills, Camps (Hill-forts).
In the last thirty years there has been an increased interest in these areas. Like everything else
in our polarized world, these practices have a dark and a light side, a malevolent or benevolent
aspect, an intention to hurt or an intention to heal.

Projected Demonic Energy

xvi

WORM HOLES

Circles are usually set up on the earths’, grid and ley lines. These grids and ley lines
supernatural avenues and wormholes or demonic power points; witches and wizards travel on
the ley lines) that amplifies the circle’s energies (Demons). These groups know how grids work,
and they know how to run and project the electrometric energy (Demons).
www.bibliotecapleyades.net
Ley lines /leɪ laɪnz/ are alignments of places of significance in the geography or culture of an
area, often including man-made structures. They are in the older sense, ancient, straight
trackways in the British landscape, or in the newer sense, spiritual and mystical alignments of
land forms.
This explanation by no means completes the modern definition of a ley-line, as we cannot say
for example that all alignments of stones are ley-lines, however old they are. Nor does it follow
that all ancient sites were aligned deliberately, even those that appear to have been. Alfred
Watkins, the modern founding father on the subject, created the first basic set of guidelines in
order to describe ley-lines according to his perception. As we have learned more about ley lines,
so we have had to adapt these original guidelines in order to explain our findings, whilst
keeping to the context with Watkins' original ideas.

EYES TO SEE
Chemtrail Spraying

Chemtrail Toxic Chemicals & Metals List
Warning!

Electromagnet Witchdoctors:

Witchcraft, wizard, witches, sorcery, voodoo, shamanism, and magic are ancient crafts,
Witchcraft, sorcery, voodoo, shamanism, and magic are ancient crafts.
Open air Chemtrail spraying operations are now live in California (all 50 states and all NATO countries). Independent
analysis of chemtrail fallout has identified many toxic chemicals including;
Aluminum Oxide Particles, Arsenic, Bacilli and Molds, Barium Salts. Barium Titanates. Cadmium, Calcium.

Chromium. Desiccated Human Red Blood Cells. Ethylene Dibromide. Enterobacter Cloacal,
Enterobacteriaceae, Human white Blood Cells-A (restrictor enzyme used in research labs to snip
and combine DNA), Lead, Mercury, Methyl Aluminum, Mold Spores, Mycoplasma, NanoAluminum-Coated Fiberglass, Nitrogen Trifluoride, Known as CHAFF), Nickel, Polymer Fibers,
Pseudomonas Aeruginosa, Pseudomonas Florescens, Radioactive Cesium, Radio Active
Thorium, Selenium, Serratia Marcscens, Sharp Titanium Shards, Silver, Streptomyces,
Stronthium, Sub-Micron Particles, (Containing Live Biological Matter), Unidentified Bacteria,
Uranium, Yellow Fungal Mycotoxins

Regular exposure to radio frequency radiation may interfere with the electrical fields of our
cells. Common health challenges that have been linked to regular exposure to radio frequency
radiation include.
Abnormal cell growth and damage to cellular DNA
Difficulty sleeping, depression, anxiety, and irritability
wireless-altered brains lead to lack of concentration, memory
loss, aggressive behavior, accelerated aging, impaired learning ability and
dementia.
Fibrils of proteins clumping in electromagnetically-altered brains are an
identifying characteristic of Alzheimer’s, Early Onset Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, Fibromyalgia, and Multiple Sclerosis and cancer patients.
2010 Air Particulates – Antimony, arsenic, iron, manganese
These figures indicate how many times they are over the “allowable” toxic limit: Aluminum,
Antimony, [This is not a typo], Arsenic, Barium, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper: Iron, Lead,
Manganese, Nickel, Zinc.

FREEDOM
Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, “And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All
power is given to me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Teaching them to
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and lo I am with you always, even unto
the end of the world. Amen.” (Matt. 28:18-20).
We come boldly to your throne of grace standing in the gap and holding together against the
evils that would attempt to hold or bring bondage against the issues that we will present to You.
We take the authority to bind the strongman according (Matt. 16:19, 18:18). We take authority
over Satan according to (Lk. 11:20, 22), and over all evil spirit power working in and through
the following: the powers of witchcraft and Satanists covens in this country, state and city. We
break all the blood sacrifices, ritualism, roots and planting, curses, vexes, hexes and spells over
our families, churches, city, state and country.
Father, you said that whatever we bind on earth is bound in heaven and whatever we lose on
earth is loosed in heaven. We have the power to cast out demons in Jesus name and tread on
every serpents and scorpions in the name of Jesus. We command you Satan, and your powers
of the principalities, the powers, the rulers of darkness, and spiritual wickedness in high places
and demonic spirits of, (name any spirits the Holy Spirit brings to mind), assigned to this prayer
group and its families to be bound. You are the defeated foe.
We yield ourselves to Your holy power by taking our position in Christ Jesus Who is sitting in
the heavenlies. We cover ourselves and our families with the blood of Jesus. We bind all
retaliating devils against everything we own, our flesh and our family. We stand in our authority
as Your children and push back the powers of darkness. We bind and cast down the strongman
and every stronghold of Satan over our lives, and families.

We lose upon Satan, his headquarters, stronghold, orders, plans, curses and demons, the curses
of the Midianites (Judg. 7:25), Ammonites, Moabites and Edomites (II Chron. 20). Let panic,
frustration, havoc, confusion, pandemonium, disasters, chaos, destruction upon each other, the
hornets of the Lord descend upon them (Exod. 23:28; Deut. 7:20). In Jesus’ name.
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Reproduced by MorgellonsExposed.com

This research was initiated in an attempt to explain physical and neurological symptoms
observed by me for quite some time and in just about everyone, including myself. It’s been like
a splinter in my mind.
I’ve observed in recent years that co-workers, those I’ve attempted to train especially, all seem
to be losing their short-term memory. They’ll set a coffee cup down and forget its whereabouts
10 sec later, they’ll work on stuff for the field and leave the office without it. 10 years ago,
trainees could be given three or four tasks at one time and remember them all, now they can
only handle one at a time at best, very spooky. Children in particular, those who should have
a strong memory, seem affected also. Store clerks and others seem to suffer from these same
neurological symptoms as well.
As for me, my nose runs a lot, my ears ring now constantly and my vision in one eye
has become a little blurry, my joints ache, etc. It is these observations and my continual
observations of the sky that led me on this quest to see if there could be a connection.

I’ve always had to watch the weather to protect the crews and equipment and complete the task
at hand. I’ve been actively photographing the aerosol spraying above the White mountains.
(6500 ft elev.) of Ariz. since 2005 and created an entire photo blog of one year’s observations
at least 50 hrs. a week that commenced in Dec 2005. My conclusion was that the entire upper
troposphere contains what can only be described as synthetic clouds that have been introduced
by aircraft. I’ve not just photographed the spraying but the morphing of this substance into
clouds of a fibrous nature and other bizarre cloud formations not found in early/ANY cloud
textbooks. See: “Strange Days Strange Skies”
In the last year however, I’ve observed and photographed an extraordinary sheen
around the sun, which indicates a saturation level has been achieved, and the spraying
now is infrequent by comparison I.E. once or twice a week (at best). This sheen can
also be seen around stadium lights on TV. I’ve recently noticed that when the sky is an
azure blue, like it should be, the planes will not be long off to seal the hole I guess. I’ve
been trying to figure out how the clouds could appear so fibrous at times and
understand now this process is likely to be a function of nano-tech polymer’s selfassembly technique (see clouds connecting in the Lakeside aerosol photo’s). Gases
could not striate like this, and what goes up, well you know, Newton was right.

Just using a strong flashlight pointed upward at night and looking into the focused beam of
light prove that we are living in a virtual bath of what research by others suggests is an exotic
form of barium, aluminum and God knows what else, but I cannot afford complete testing

myself

(see “ca

rnicom.com” barium test confirmed).
This stuff has become so saturated in our atmosphere, at least here in the White Mountains that
quite often sunlight can be seen streaking to the ground through it when cloudy, much like
when sunlight streaks in through one’s window blinds when cooking smoke or other smoke is
present inside. This stuff has reduced our sunlight compared to two years ago, as I set a light
meter then and it now measures a decrease in light of about half. This is also evidenced by my
camera, whose flash operates now in the morning way more than it used to, and at times lights
at the park that are on photo sensitive switches (and cars) turn on during the day or turn on way
before dusk, very concerning.

The alkalizing of water and any water-based air breathing organism allows for increased storage
and even the creation of dc current, especially when mixed with other components / chemicals.
I proved this in myself with only a pretty good digital volt meter. I measure my voltage
constantly by just wetting my fingers and squeezing the probes.

I started looking at the collected water with an old microscope in early April by drying about
30 drops on a microscope slide and saw immediately what appeared to be what I’d seen coming
from Morgellons patients on the web. I really had thought the story was a hoax quite frankly
but know now otherwise. I started to look at all my samples and found dozens of these fibers.
Confirmation of what these fibers were came on April 18 2007, when a “Golden head” nano
sensor was isolated. This confirmation was quite the shock because I knew then all of us in the
White Mountains at least were all being infected with this bizarre nano affliction, infestation,
infection.

Why the voltage thing is so important: I’ve observed in my jars that were electrolyzed that the
growth of what I’ve learned are called “synthetic model organisms” (or artificial life forms) is
greatly enhanced and increased. The fibers they call Morgellons increase in about 6 mo. to
almost visible with the naked eye or magnifying glass. One such clump of fibers has gone from
a dozen microscopic fibers to about a hundred or so and can easily be extracted by tweezers.
Two of the translucent silicone nano tube fibers are clearly evenly segmented and one strand
appears to have a DNA strand twisting through its core. How this is possible I don’t know but
it’s neither a delusion nor illusion as I still have and observe them frequently.

Since I can observe that we live now in an energized electrical bath provided by the “miracle
grow” stuff (metal particulates) added with the ever increasing microwave towers, cell phone
towers, radio towers, satellite transmissions, electric lines, wi-fi systems etc., couple that with

the ever pervasive presence of plastic water pipes, plastic plants, plastic clouds, food wrapping,
car interiors, plastic clothing, plastic x-mas tree’s etc., there would appear plenty of plastic
components with which to work, if this is possible. Plastic is in a constant state of degradation
and hence vaporization. One plausible explanation of how the flat ribbon like fibers seem to
grow even on glass is that these synthetic model organisms can assemble plastic components
from the air, water or wherever present and use dc current as part of their assembly technique,
or they are feeding off the silicone in the glass or both. It’s been proven that plants extract most
of their mineral content from the air not from the soil as once was believed. Nano-tech is
designed to mimic the things that man has discovered about how nature works, assembles itself
etc.
This also would explain how these tiny fibers have worked their way from the inside of our/my
body to the outside of the skin unnoticed by our immune system. We have lived, breathed and
drank plastic residues now for so long, it’s become part of our body’s composition. Since the
skin constantly sheds from the inside outward, and the skin completely regenerates itself every
seven years, my guess is that it took about ten years to surface as photographed. Approx. when
all the aerosol programs or so called chemtrails started.

I started looking at dried droplets of this collected water before electrolysis and that’s when all
the fun began. I started to see what I saw on the net and was called Morgellons fibers. I saw
this story about people who have fibers growing out of their skin but initially thought it was an
internet hoax. It was said these fibers could grow on their own and created a myriad of
symptoms from skin lesions to brain fog and memory loss. “rense.com” has interviews with
Morgellons patients and some doctors who are treating them)

My first reaction was to flee the area, but that was economically impossible, and decided to
continue studying the problem. I set up another testing station 300 miles away which yielded
the same results. By now as if all this wasn’t enough, now there were other things growing in

the water. The first one I noticed was a small tapeworm looking thing I interestingly called
Fred. It started as a pinhead size tan speck in the bottom of my jar. This thing assembled itself
quite quickly in about two weeks from about the size of a pin head to its current size about 1
1/4 in long.

I began spending hours every night and every weekend on the microscope looking at these
bizarre growths. No visible biology as we know it whatsoever. In the same jar Fred grew, a few
dozen Morgellons fibers had clumped together and at one-time Fred got tangled in them pretty
good. Much to my amazement Fred slowly freed himself from this mess which I watched for
about 3-5 days. The fibers accommodating the effort by moving out of the way. To this day
you can’t get them to tangle up. I spent the entire month of May studying this bizarre growth,
the fibers and doing other tests. I then decided to test north 1100 miles, in Idaho.

The opportunity to quit my job came up and an offer of a substantial increase in pay was
refused. I had a lot of respect for this friend as we had worked well together in the past. I felt I
owed him an explanation as to why I was going to turn him down and move so I showed him
the extent of my research. I showed him the extent of the chemical poisoning we were living
in and the consistency of that poisoning from week to week (a dozen jars at least). I had shown
the other office the chemical poisoning also, but not the biological stuff. I showed him my
entire collection of weekly tests and told him of the Morgellons fibers I’d found in the water. I
showed him Fred, the thing that grew along with a smaller one of the same. I told him I could
prove without any shadow of a reasonable doubt that we are currently under not just chemical
attack but also biological (synthetic). I wouldn’t have told anyone this if I couldn’t prove it ad
nauseum. His reaction like most was quite mild but had never heard of Morgellons and knew
not of what this would mean in his future. He did the ostrich thing like everyone (another
observed neurological symptom), if you don’t recognize a problem, it must not exist. I believe
if he had listened to the Rense audio files, his reaction would’ve been different.

I soon left for Idaho and the first three days there the visibility was good, and a small
sheen around the sun meant I might have found a safer haven for my family to move.
By the third day however a large spraying operation could be seen to the east and I
started looking in spider webs and on the oozing sap on trees and on the new sap on
my car. The conclusion: these fibers are everywhere. The anxiety, fear and terror
returned that I had come to quell during the month of May looking at all this. My hopes
for the future destroyed and the realization that everyone from here to Idaho has been
infected with this heinous man-made creation (type Morgellons into “you tube”) has
become a reality. This particular town’s water supply is drawn from the lake, which can
only mean they are getting a double dose, not just their air but their water too.

I
returned from Idaho and decided to continue my research, which has only gotten more
bizarre, if that’s possible. I discovered another thing growing, a square pliable (perhaps
protein) crystal of some kind about 1/4 in square was growing. It’s continued to get
thicker not expand as one would expect and thickens slowly to this day.
I made a wood frame 13×13 in and took ultra-clear packing tape and covered it completely
stretching it across the opening. I laid it sticky side skyward and left it outside overnight. In the
morning I let it dry in a closed area then placed a 12×12 piece of thin glass on the tape to seal
in my overnight collection of fallout from the sky. I looked from the glass side through to the
tape with a cheap $10 60x-100x microscope from radio shack, (good for looking at your skin
too) and there they were, confirming that’s one provable source for these fibers to have come.
Spider
webs
have
the
same
effect.
At any rate I set up another testing station and decided to run this one for two weeks and not
electrolyze the water. This has yielded new synthetic model organisms different from the rest.
It (3d morg) started off looking like a Fred thing but had an odd looking black seed-like thing
with odd small spikes sticking out. It was about the size of 1/20 pin head and like the Fred
things was surrounded with the tan coloring stuff of Fred.

\
It popped I guess and created a bag of sorts. The bag was comprised of hundreds of fibers that
looked a little different than the ribbon-like Morgellons fibers though many of those were
present. At this point I realized I needed cameras as no one would believe any of this
already. Hell, I still can’t believe most of this. I bought two microscopes and started to
photograph all this stuff and
more.
I have seen evidence of this
replicating technology myself
in spider webs, (on skin and
in hair also) finding clear
silicone nanotubes
mimicking plant structures

and other things but at a much smaller
scale. If as claimed this thing can come in contact with a bio form and replicate parts of
its RNA/DNA (by transcription and Quorum sensing), and then attempt assembly with
available components, silicone being the most abundant, isolation for study will be
almost impossible. Fibers living on glass suggest this thing can suck silicone out of
glass to self-assemble, look closely at the attachment points of these fibers on glass.
It remains my great concern
that components of viruses
or the complete virus itself
may be also replicated and
remains an undetected /
undisclosed aspect of this
technology. I offer my
observations with the
assurance of duplicability. I
only record what I can
duplicate first. I offer this
work with extreme urgency
believing time maybe short.
The growth of mold
structures in my bugers (and
most likely yours) is a real
concern, the most probable
suspect is a weaponized fusarium fungus.

It remains an idea that this thing may only be defeated with resonant frequencies, tuned
to destroy the Quorum sensing capacity of this technology, rife technology. It remains
an observation that perhaps light wave tech. might influence these things, since autofluorescence was achieved and is in my opinion evidence of the frequencies at which
these fibers vibrate. It remains a concern that oxygen may be in real short supply,
atmospherically.
It remains logical to assume microscopic fibers that collect / conduct electrical current
are growing in our brains and slowly shorting out our neurons IE memory, or
Alzheimer’s. Denying conductivity to these creatures is perhaps the key though
seemingly impossible.
Another thought on insect vectoring is that this technology can reside in the fluids of
insects, when bitten by them the technology transfers with the DNA/RNA from the insect
then attempts reconstruction, perhaps of the venom, within the human host. This would
explain the DNA of insects and plants that have been isolated in infected humans.
A new and quite disturbing observation / possibility about our current situation is as
follows: According to testimony given by those infected, a hive mentality has been
observed by those afflicted. This suggests A.I. or “artificial intelligence”, but to what
extent is unknown.
Also, the lower level cloud structures which appear now for the most part disassemble now far
more frequently than two years ago. Originally my chemtrail photograph project started after
observing a rather large cloud completely disassemble into a powder of sorts and blow visibly
away on the breeze in minutes and observed by my co-worker as well.
The recent article of an air grab study in Phoenix titled “chemtrails shocking Phoenix air
quality study” proves or vindicates my work and discoveries. Aluminum measured at
6400x above the toxic limit, along with Manganese at 5820x, Iron at 28000x, Barium at
278x, etc.

t’s the beginning of the monsoon season here and I’m quite certain judging now at how
often sunlight can be seen streaking to the ground like sunlight through a window in a
smoke-filled room, that living here is much worse than in Phoenix in that all the pollution
from below rises up here to form rain clouds. Clouds now disassemble not evaporate
with such frequency that I no longer photograph them and have stopped almost
altogether my chemtrail photography as it no longer matters.
Clearly, we continue to be suffocated slowly by metal particulates.
The purest form of science is observation and after hundreds of hours of observations I
can say without hesitation: “Houston we have a problem !!”.

Aerosol spraying:

I
in a nutshell the way I see part of our dilemma, many of these synthetic clouds are nano
tech polymers pre-programmed with certain geometric assembly functions to look like
real clouds. They can retain this programming down to the nano-tech level as they
degrade. Their programming can be diverse in nature, IE assembly, association, selfreplication, all three or more, etc. This implies undeniable intelligence and or preprogramming or control of some kind!!! On top of the metal particulates removed by me
in our air, photographed in my blood and electrolyzed from my urine, we have plastic
components (photo degrading at this very moment and present everywhere) of
microscopic size, capable of geometric pattern regeneration and replicative / selfsurvival behavior. The Morgellons syndrome could be more correctly labeled “Synthetic
Cloud Infection Syndrome”.

Blood things:

I have been verifying Cliff Carnicom’s “carnicom.com” work for years and his blood
observations (6 communications 03-07-08) is a must-read now. All blood looked at so
far has anomalies in it. Even my dogs’. The first time I looked at my blood it took me
weeks to get over it and look again. It’s that bad. Blood should contain not much more
than red and white blood cells

. Knowing now what’s in the chemtrails makes me cringe when I see them spraying.
This is nothing less than state sanctioned / sponsored terrorism / mass homicide!!!!!
Though the government has reserved the legal right to test stuff on us (usc 1520a) the

states have a legal / moral / ethical obligation to protect us, I guess unless they’ve been
promised more tax dollars, protection, and or the antidote.
I had a friend recently diagnosed with what was described as a rare form of blood
cancer. Looking at my blood I can’t help but wonder if that was really the true or rare
cause. All people that look at blood for a living must know what is really going on!!!!!

:

Skin photos

The skin photos clearly show a metallic sheen has built up in our skins, along with faint red
splotches. This metallic sheen is preventing close observations of the extent of the translucent
fiber infestation which most are probably not fine hair as we know and understand them. Pinhead
size skin eruptions which develop quite quickly then take weeks to heal have been found and
photographed. These skin conditions have been observed / photographed on others as well.

The glue stick stuff:

I discovered quite by accident that a cheap hot melt glue stick gun, is good for sealing
microscope slides as it preserves the specimen and is like a lint brush for Morgellons
fibers. Spread some on a slide, let cool and then rub all over your forearm. The tiny
fibers will stick to this glue stuff and if you don’t believe that’s Morgellons fibers wait a

few months and look at it again. Not only do they stick to it but will grow quite rapidly,
the red ones in particular. Oddly enough about 20% of the time the glue stick stuff itself
on the slide will grow into bizarre strands as well. I noticed balls of glue stick that would
appear and removed them only to find them again in the same spot. It remains an
observation that the slides which have squished bugers in them are the primary slides
on or in which the glue stick grows. Sometimes it grows quickly sometimes in months.
My bugers may somehow be the cause. God save us.

The nose things:
Over the past few months a new infection appears to be culturing in our noses. Field
workers are all getting this odd nose tickle (many with mustaches). A strange white thin
stringy buger is the cause I believe and have placed a dozen or so on slides and looked
at the growth over time. Oddly enough when small they look like fly maggots but can get
quite long. What’s been observed is as bizarre as the rest of this story. Geometric
crystal growths, snowflake designs, Morgellons fiber growth, mold looking fibril growth
with sporulations.

To duplicate this experiment after a shower blow nose into a colored wash cloth or plastic
baggie and look for small white stringy bugers that don’t want to separate, but they will if
pulled apart. Water makes them expand a lot. Place inside and on the side of a clean closed jar
with just a tiny bit of moisture in the jar and let sit for 48 hrs. Remove and dunk in some distilled
water and place on a microscope slide. Gently squeeze the cover plate and seal with glue stick
gun, leaving just enough air underneath for continued growth and observe. Nine months later
more glue stick stranding has been seen. This discovery of what appears to be mold culturing
in our noses is a great concern as many types of mold are neurotoxic to the brain. In small but
consistent doses damage may go unnoticed until it’s too late, but this may already be true. This
would however explain a number of neurological symptoms described by Morgellons patients.
Just digging out a nice dry bugger and soak in distilled water for about 5 min will give about
the same results and there’s always morg fibers in them. I don’t have access to scientific grade
distilled water however.
The spider webs:

Anyone who needs to prove any of this to themselves needs only a half decent
microscope at least 40x-100x and spider webs (or their own bugers or blood). Use a
microscope slide and ultra-clear packing tape to seal the web to your slide. The web
should be old and dirty to some extent but needn’t be real dirty. I have discovered more
verifiable completed nano tech things in spider webs than anywhere else. Segmented
silicone nano tubes and nano feathers (see Cliff Carnicom’s carnicom.com photos and
work), always Morgellons fibers etc.

The starfish looking things of multiple leg design remain a current fascination. In the
center of almost all these creatures there is a controlling fibrous substance / structure
which appears to control and or direct growth. This creature / thing has no discernable
biology as we know it and appears made of perhaps silicone only. (My instincts believe
these are most likely neuron replacements / implants for our brains, type in nanobots
and neuron interface into you tube, they’ve been considered if not constructed).

They have been found in almost all exterior webs but not inside as of late (5 outside 2
inside) probably because the outside webs are years older than inside one’s.
It’s imperative that those concerned make their own observations and don’t believe my work,
get off your duff and verify it yourselves. (My air collector can be made for about $35) For the
most part I no longer photograph Morgellons fibers in spider webs, they are far too frequent
and no longer a surprise. Every spider web so far has yielded photos.

Non-electrolysis synthetic model organism:

In the month of May I went fishing at Hawley lake on the reservation. They have poison
ivy there which I always watch out for. I had gone in the water to retrieve a lure about up
to my knee cap. A few days later I got what I was sure was poison ivy on my calves,
though I had seen none where I was fishing, it lasted however for about a month, when
usually it goes away in a week. When scratching it, it bled easily and seems somewhat
similar to the description given by Cliff Mickelson. It’s speculated that since my electrical
bio field is so strong that possibly when I was in the water these nano things were
drawn to me like a magnet.

Detox Observations:

During all this I decided to try and detox from these metals and did the ionic foot detox bath
which was quite the experience. I thought it first a parlor trick until I electrolyzed the stuff and
looked with a microscope at the water after treatment I noticed immediately I could smell and
taste again much better, but now the air left a metallic taste in my mouth which took about 3
weeks to go away, presumably because I was re-acclimating to the air. I then tried acupuncture
and chlorella detox but had to stop as I could taste my fillings thanks to the mercury in them.
I took a drop of “miracle grow” (metals from the air), let it dry, and put a drop of chlorella
on it. To my amazement the chlorella washed violently over the “miracle grow” then
stopped. The chlorella either won or lost I don’t know which. I tried a drop on some
morg fibers and nothing happened, silence. Very odd. My conclusion: detox works if
you can get away from the toxic stuff but may be detrimental otherwise.

Effects on Nature:
Most of these observations were made outside a small town (approx. pop. 10,000),
about 6 miles initially. Since I have lived here we have a large willow tree about 15 feet
tall and 10 feet wide. When it blooms thousands of honey bees would swarm it for
weeks. The din from the bees could be heard inside. This year 2007 maybe 200 to 300
bees came to feed. When I first moved here in 2002, bats would patrol my porch at
night and hummingbirds by the dozens would feed off this porch. Now there’s no bats,
few bugs and a few humming birds (2007). Also, we would get small fly-like insects
growing on the moisture on the windows. In 2006 almost, no bugs grew on our windows
that summer and few flies found their way inside, though we have no screen doors.

Summary —

“To sin by silence makes cowards of all men”

In summary you want to know why our, birds, bees, frogs, and now bats (there are few
bugs left) are dying, (nary an apple found on this mountain this year, and my return trip
from Idaho almost no huckleberries had grown).It’s undeniable that we and all life forms
are under deliberate chemical and biological nano attack, DOE and DOD are most likely
involved, your tax dollars at work (to kill you with soft-kill, high profit pharmaceutical
weapons). That the chemicals removed by me, found in our air / blood, water and urine
is providing an enriched environment for the accelerated growth of these synthetic
model organisms. This chemical is increasing body and environmental electrical
capacities, providing the dc current for these synthetic organisms to self-assemble. The
diverse nature of the organisms observed may be a function of the “silentsuperbug.com”
but Morgellons fibers are in my opinion different things. The body is providing the
electrical current for these things to self-assemble, as the body is electrical first and
chemical second. Every living thing on the planet is currently being colonized by these
artificial life forms, to what end is not known. This brings to mind the movie the “Matrix”
and I wonder if and/or how they knew.
A new source for morg fibers was found in an old paper wick inside our humidifier. It’s
about 6-8 mo old and has not been used since the summer. It’s loaded with them and

other things. The truth remains, every single time I look at new stuff it gets worse and
worse.

In 2004 I believe, three weeks before Xmas a very spooky thing happened. An unusual
chemical smell was in the air, that was noticed by others as well, that smelled like a
pesticide. One morning I woke up and couldn’t remember the day, what time I was to go
to work, etc. I panicked a little but drove to work anyway kind of stunned. I was afraid I
had a stroke. At 6:00 am on the way to work there were not one but three major
accidents on the main road. Highly unusual that early, rarely seen three accidents in a
month. For the next month everyone in the office, store clerks, etc. seemed to have the
same thing and jokingly the term early-onset Alzheimer’s was thrown around by others,
I found it not funny however, I was aware something had happened. I slowly regained
much of my memory but it felt like I had to fight for it back. I mentioned this observation
to a co-worker and he told me his wife, an accountant for years, said she all of a sudden
was having trouble with normal math during that same period and said he too had
forgotten things more than usual. During X-mas, store clerks would take money and
forget immediately what it was for or stumbled trying to count change continually. I was,
still am, quite concerned. It took about 3 mo. to recover and about 3 months later a
Doctor named Patricia Doyle called the Rense program with the same exact story (type
in amnesiacs). She said her small town back east was experiencing this memory
dysfunction after heavy spraying, and she apologized for having to read notes she had
made for the program, as she too was having short term memory problems.

About three years ago I was showing my aerosol spraying photos and some others I
had gleaned from the net to the owner of a video store where we rented videos. A man
at the counter became interested and looked at my photos. He immediately recognized
some of the aircraft in the photos as C-130 cargo planes. He seemed concerned and
vowed to investigate, then left. The owner told me that was her brother and if anyone
could find out, he could as he was retired military intelligence. About four months later I
asked if he’d found out anything, and this was the story she recounted. He said indeed
the spraying was quite toxic and he had been present at a confrontation by I believe the
Navaho nation and the EPA The EPA contended everything was ok until the Navahos
presented their evidence to the contrary which was quite compelling. The EPA then
closed up its books and left without another word. I asked her to have him call me with
more details but two weeks later she closed up shop and left too. I’ve not been able to
verify this story since.

Another recent revelation came from the article: Are microwaves killing our insects,
birds, frogs and us? The metal particulates which separated in my blood are
photographically identical to the metal found in all air samples. This can only mean our
cerebral fluids contain these particulates. Ever put metal in a microwave? What do you
think happens when you stick a .5-watt microwave cell phone next to your 70% water
30% cholesterol brain with about 2-4% of some type of exotic metal flowing through it,
micro-sparks would be a good guess? The article stated a 200-meter (approx. 600 ft)
range around the base transmitters to be the most detrimental to any life form. How
close to the road are most of our microwave antennae and why are they in our high
school yard?? I’ve read reports that at full power these transmitters can cook all life
within 1/4 mile. They could turn them on full blast and by the time you realized driving
through the field that something was wrong you’d be dying shortly, like within minutes of
brain cooking!!
The disappearance of the bee’s, bugs, bats, birds etc. correspond with the installation of
all the microwave antennae on this mountain!!!

This is why apathy doesn’t work and when we saw the spraying, (or were exposed to
terrible injustices, the Kennedys, Vietnam, Waco, 911 etc.) we should have mobilized
quickly to stop it. “To sin by silence makes cowards of all men”. It’s now my belief that
Morgellons is what Alzheimer’s patients have and can likely be proven with post mortem
brain slices perhaps from dogs, and the miracle grow stuff in our air is slowly but
continually being electrolyzed in our brains and bodies perhaps in specific or targeted
areas. It remains possible that we may all be incapable to respond to any threat, though
that’s no excuse. Our pineal gland (the fight or flight receptor in our brain) has been
plagued over or destroyed is my guess and fluoride (see university of Texas studies)
has likely helped do that. One year of sodium fluoride destroys this gland almost
forever. It’s imperative that you reproduce any of these observations, should you care or
dare to see how bad the air really is, but few if any seem to give a shit about anything
anymore, another neurological observation of real real concern.
My true observations of people now believe the gov’t could start shooting people in
broad daylight and people would just go about their business without intervention or
condemnation. Oh, wait it already happened at Waco (watch “rules of engagement, the
true story of Waco!) and the current and past wars.
To understand what our future holds and for other ideas on this it’s highly recommended
that all the Morgellons interviews on “rense.com” are listened to backwards (14-7 will
give the best overview).

I regret now having discovered all this, as I was much happier (though
concerned/confused about all my neurological observations above) not knowing all this
stuff, as it has completely disrupted my life, but it’s my hope that maybe a cure will be
found (by accident maybe) by perhaps someone who gets this.
Reproduction of this work is encouraged, for non-profit, educational purposes only. It’s
not for everyone but can be shown to others who might care, if you can find any. Photos
may appear on web sites, credits to “Blue “, but may not be sold without my written
permission. If you have received this, I’m sorry and may God bless you. Problems
cannot be solved unless one knows they exist. Be cautious to whom you tell, don’t
upload on your hard drive or transmit electronically or be on a computer hooked to the
net. or near wi-fi systems. I recommend you review the work done by Cliff
Carnicom.com (or type in aerosol crimes) and in the work by others.

It would appear man has out-smarted himself, or this is the wrath we deserve for our
apathy, or this is the start of the promised 80% population reduction recommended in
U.N. documents with a twist. The twist is they’ll mine us to pay for medical stuff as we
die anyway. Make no mistake, the elites probably have the cure. This would however
explain why so many highly trained microbiologists and others have been murdered
(300+) over the past 5+ years, many satanically. If anything, this and all my other
projects have taught me that man as a species has had all their self-survival instincts
removed, as I’ve been pointing to these observations of our sky (as have millions of
others) for years (late 90’s) only to be laughed at by those who worked inside mostly.
It’s no joke any more, sadly though there’s always the chance I could be wrong, at this
point maybe 2%, though I pray I am every day. Oddly enough “the more truth one
seeks, the more truth one’s sent”, or at least that’s my story.

We are under attack from all directions.
Case in point:

All of
them (still gets FDA approval, you’ll eat some tonight
probably)
How many days did it take to notice changes in the rats? 10
How many days to recover? 140
How many days can a rat survive on just water? 7
How many eating some common puffed breakfast cereals and water? 7
How many lab monkeys died eating aspartame (diet sugar)? All of them (it’s
now in over 8,000 foods, click “DORway” for further info.
How many IQ points will sodium fluoride (toothpaste fluoride) remove over time? 6 to
10 at least (read the back, its poison, call them)
What’s the average IQ loss of vaccinated participants in the U.S.? 10-16 at
least.
What was the autism rate in 1940? 1-400,000
What’s it now? 1-164 (soon projected at 1-94)
How many lab rats developed severe organ damage eating GM potatoes?

How many Amish and Pennsylvania Dutch un-vaccinated
children have autism, in one clinic after 2,200+

children? Only 4, and they are among the only group of
12 kids who got all their vaccinations (read educate before
you vaccinate).
Has the EPA granted license to test pesticides on
orphans? Yes.
How many state government have responded with testing to thousands of requests from
concerned citizens about chemtrails? None.
How many de-classified US documents of experiments on populations with chemical
and/or bio. weapons are there?

+20,000. (watch documentary

“endgame”)
Now it’s our turn!!!
How many people were fired for failing to defend the US on 9-11? None.
How many healthy children were irradiated, in many cases to death, but parents were
told it’s an experimental ring worm treatment?

+10,000. Type in ringworm

children.
1st place What’s it
now? Near bottom of the industrial nations.
Why? See all the above. Read “The Deliberate Dumbing
Down of America” Now a free E-Book.
In 1950 what rating was given to our education system?

How many pigs (one of the most acute smell sensory animals) would eat GM corn when given a
choice? None, almost to the point of starvation.

How many now after reviewing all the evidence above believe that global warming (and
poisoning) is man-made, well it is, and they are called pilots (your tax dollars again at work).
What’s their solution? A global tax on us. Let’s summarize, they spray the stuff, deny there’s
a problem, energize it which heats it, they blame it on us and our activity and tell us we need
to give them more money to combat the problem they are continuing to create. Makes about as
much sense as the war on terror while the borders remain wide open. These examples are what
Orwell coined as “doublethink”, the ability to hold two contrary notions in one’s head and
believe them both.
Are you starting to get the picture yet or do you need more proof? If you aren’t disturbed by
anything above there is something seriously wrong with or perhaps controlling you!
Just because these heinous acts are/were committed against others doesn’t obviate your concern
and/or intervention. They are crimes against all God’s wondrous creatures in general.

Everyone one of us and every living thing is living now in a state of sanctioned,
deliberate, heavy metal intoxication / poisoning of differing degrees and stages, as
inside air and outside air are different, as these positively charged metal particles are
drawn to the ground first. Those of us who work outside will bear the brunt of this first,
and those who work with or around transmitters will show advanced symptoms. But it’s
still inside too. I’ve been to houses which have ventilation hoods and where the people
don’t smoke, yet even in those houses sunlight can be seen streaking in through the
blinds and is written off as “just dust particles”. I’ll say!
If you listened to the Rense audios, you’ll understand the psychological degradations
associated with this infection, and the heavy metal intoxication / poisoning will make it
much worse. Negative traits are amplified and many law enforcement personnel who
enjoy domination over others will worsen, and they are likely to become more
brutal. This is already evidenced on you tube videos of police brutality and reported
treatment of the local citizenry.
By now you’re probably thinking I’ll just drink more water and flush this metal stuff out,
which would normally really help, except try this, electrolyze a glass of your tap water
and remember this process will only remove the metals (ionic salts) in your tap water All
metal is poisonous, heavy or not, in high doses and outside evolutionary time

parameters. MMM doesn’t that look good, but the water company says it’s ok to drink;
my guess is they’re lying, too.
How could we be so blind…………… see all the above, it’s been by design.
How could God (or just your sense of “fair play”) forgive us for allowing such blatant
travesty as above, he can’t, he won’t. You wouldn’t!!!
Evil spreads when good people do nothing.
All species and life forms are under deliberate, multiple attack. It’s not like a dog barking
or rattle snake near you, that your instincts know to react to, and understand your
instincts aren’t your own anymore, they’ve been co-opted, it’s an awareness of your
surroundings, LOOK UP, what goes up must come down. Does that look like a normal
contrail or cloud, if not you’re probably breathing that!!! Maybe you should be
concerned. No those aren’t clouds they’re chemicals (type in strange days strange sky’s
or see my photos). Think again for your survival and most importantly others’. Spend a
few hours proving anything you’ve been told to believe. You’ll likely find them to be all
lies!!! The state and feds have all said those are normal contrails and not to worry, see
my photos, are those clouds or chemicals? If they look like chemicals, they probably
are, are you worried yet?? Do you still believe them? If so you’re in trouble as we all
are. xvii
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